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SWEET • SAVORY • DAIRY • BEVERAGE

Flavor Dynamics, Inc. presents Superfruit Flavors, a collection of sweet, real-world fruit flavors designed with the growing popularity
of these exotic, nutrient-dense foods in mind. This stylish line of liquid products has been specially formulated for fresh and frozen
applications that target consumers who want the best of both worlds - nutrition and flavor.

Natural Acai Flavor - This tropical

berry features notes of sweet cherry with overtones of blueberry.

Natural Feijoa Flavor - A complex fruit
Natural Yumberry Flavor - A

flavor that imparts a mix of pineapple, guava and strawberry.

Chinese berry with nuances of wild cherry topped with lemon and tart green apple.

Natural Jostaberry Flavor - This

hybridized fruit mixes bold tones of black currant with gooseberry.

Natural Cherimoya Flavor - Mark Twain declared the cherimoya, with its mix of banana, pineapple, raspberry and strawberry notes, to be "the most delicious fruit known to men."
Natural Babaco Flavor - A sweet fruit whose flavor

is reminiscent of pineapple, kiwi, strawberry and papaya with a slight

hint of lemon.

Natural Dragon Fruit Flavor - Pitaya, commonly known as dragon fruit, features notes of prickly pear and red currant
complemented by overtones of raspberry.
Natural Jackfruit Flavor - This fibrous Asian

fruit imparts a mix of mango, raspberry and maracuja with a natural hint of

wild honey.

Natural Mangosteen Flavor - A sweet

and tangy fruit featuring a combination of flavors similar to peaches, raspberry

and pineapple.

Natural Pitahaya Flavor - Also

known as "yellow dragon fruit," pitahaya imparts refreshing notes of prickly pear, canta-

loupe and maracuja.

Natural Goji Berry Flavor - The small Goji Berry - also called the Wolfberry - features tart notes, not unlike those
imparted by cranberries, combined with the flavor of sun dried gooseberries.
Natural Carambola Flavor - A sweet but mild fruit,

known to many as Starfruit, whose taste is reminiscent of plums, pine-

apples, and lemon.
• All of these delicious products are available in N&A, Natural WONF and Organic Compliant forms.•
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